I. INTRODUCTION
IN ANALYZING the financial characteristics of a particular corporation, it is standard procedure to adjust the data to reflect the current number of shares outstanding. This is necessary to put the various financial measurements on a basis in which the historical time series observations are comparable. If such corrections were not made, many of the data series (e.g., stock prices) would contain disconcerting jumps, proportional in height to the magnitude of any stock splits. Such jumps would cause obvious technical difficulties; for example, they can easily distort autocorrelations by either masking real correlations ot signalling false ones.
To illustrate explicitly, if the corporation under study underwent a two for one (say) stock split, then to make the historical financial data comparable through time, the customary procedure is to adjust the previously reported per share measurements (for example earnings and price per share) to the current basis. When these corporate series are made internally consistent, standard statistical techniques can be used in the financial analysis. This includes multivariate analysis of the various time series available on a single corporation. For statistical purposes, a single corporation can be analyzed on an any year basis, provided the observations are comparable. Arithmetically, it is simply a matter of a common divisor. Most often, analysts work on a current basis, however, because that is the basis which is most meaningful at that time. This is the procedure followed by the popular Standard and Poor's Compustat tapes. However, it is shown in this paper that per share observations are not appropriate for intercompany analysis. Thus, while price per share and earnings per share may be studied in the analysis of a single corporation, they cannot be legitimately used in cross-sectional studies. The results can be highly misleading, for the arbitrary number of shares outstanding can have a dramatic impact. For example, one could study the data available for the oil industry in 196 7 on the basis of the number of shares outstanding in either 1967 or 1972. Since both are studies of 1967, one might intuitively expect the same results in either case. Unfortunately this is not so. Not only do the obvious statistical characteristics such as univariate means and variances ·of the per share variables change, but so also do regression and correlation coefficients between these variables. The niean and variance changes may not always be critical, but changes in the reiationships among variables are certainly very important. Furthermore there is no simple way to compare correlations computed on the basis of two different years. Such a correlation is influenced by the number of shares which each company has m1tstanding at the time of the analysis. In Section II we shall illustrate this by use of an artificial example and by some real examples taken from the domestic oil industry.
It would not be necessary to discuss this bias if cross-sectional studies using per share financial measurements did not appear in the literature. But they do; the literature contains numerous examples of cross-section studies which involve stock price and earnings per share. A possible explanation is that much of the financial modeling that appears in the literature legitimately attempts to develop relationships among the various financial flows of a single corporation. However, when the empirical analysis is undertaken 1 crosssectional data are used without making appropriate modifications.
Clear examples of this are contained in Diamond [2 J, Friend and Puckett [ 4] and Gordon [ 5, 7] . Fisher [ 3] develops corporate models based on price per share but upon reaching the empirical stage he correctly switches to a dividend scaled version of stock price. Fisher, however, does not seem to recognize the problen1 completely because he rnakes the state1nent that esti--mates of the regression parameters in the unscaled models yield unbiased estimates of the parameters. This is misleading because the parameter estimates depend upon the number of shares outstanding. Gordon [ 5] seems to recognize these difficulties with cross-sectional studies but presents his results anyway, apparently without fully recognizing the impossibility of interpretation. In the same paper, Gordon also exhibits results appropriately scaled by book value, but in his later book [7] 
II. MAGNITUDE OF THE CROSS SECTION DISTORTION A. A Numerical Example
To give some idea of the potential magnitude of the distortion, we shall first discuss a constructed example. A population of twenty-four corporations was generated such that the market price per share of each company was normally distributed with a mean of 30 and a standard deviation of 5, N ( 30, 5).
Earnings per share were generated independently from a normal distribution, N(2, 0.35). Then, the prices and earnings were randomly paired, so that the simulated industry of twenty-four corporations had an expected price-earnings correlation of zero. The sample correhttion between price/share and earnings/ share is -0.10. Next we supposed that one company underwent a three for one stock split. This company was randomly selected from the half of the corporations with the largest prices since companies with higher stock prices are presumably those most likely to undergo a stock split. The regression and correlation parameters were then recalculated and compared. This simulates 
an analysis of one year done with two different bases, specifically the number of shares before and after the split. The estimated correlation between price per share and earnings per share changes abruptly to 0.3 7. Similarly, other companies were randomly selected for stock splits and the regression parameters computed. The stoc~ splits a,nd estimated parameters are shown in Table 1 . Figure 1 shows a plot of the data before any of the simulated splits
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• The .Tournal of Finance and Figure 2 shows the data after four splits had occurred. is that the parameter estimates are impossible to interpret whatever their estimated value.
B.. The Domestic Oils
To get some idea of the variability in estimated parameters that <me might encounter in practice, we picked 16 companies from the domestic oil industry. This industry was selected because it had been found (see Chen et al. Table 2 shows the estimated correlation coefficients for .57
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---- should decide on stock splits (in particular, numbers 7, 11, 13, and 14) then the correlation could drop to a level more like that using 1964 as a basis. Hence, not only can correlations be induced in actual data but they can also be removed.
It should be noted that there is no natural variation in the rows of Table 2 . An acceptable method of data analysis, given a particular year (row) and a fixed set of companies would dictate that the estimated parameters be identical for all of the different basis years. They clearly are not. The other half of Table 2 was in fact calculated but it is not presented because the analysis of a given year on the basis of an earlier year will not normally happen· in practi,ce.
IIJ. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
In this paper we have shown that there are serious difficulties present in cross-sectional analyses which involve per share data. Such data are a function of an essentially arb,itrary divisor (the number of shares outstanding) which makes any results completely meaningless for cross-sectional analysis. This unfortunate characteristic holds for any measurement which is on a per share basis even though in this paper our examples have involved only price per share and earnings per share.
so . --~__,~~~--~~~~~·--y---'~~~-----_,,...~-------,--- The use of per share data is an attempt to appropriately scale a total, such as total earnings. The reason for this is that the use of a "total" in cross-section analysis also distorts the results due to the differences in size among the members of the population studied. Consequently, variables such as total earnings cannot be compared in a cross-sectional study because they simply reflect corporate size. One company's earnings may be substantially larger than another but when compared with a size measure, the second company may be clearly seen to be relatively more efficient and profitable than the first. .Explicit recognition of the role of size needs to be included in cross-sectional analyses by the use of objective rather than arbitrary size measures. For example, one might consider earnings per gross sales dollar.
Finally, it should be realized that a complete analysis of these financial variables must include explicit recognition of the multivariate nature of the problem. Once a measure of size has been chosen and included in the analysis, one could then study other variables which are orthogonal to it. Such a study, including an investigation of the relations which exist between approximately scaled market price and earnings, will be the subject of a future work. In this paper we have aimed our discussion at the illustration of the difficulties brought about by stock split distortions.
